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Top Web Development Companies in Los Angeles in 2022
Featured companies

Want to get
featured?
GET FEATURED

LIVEWEBMEDIA
<$5,000

Digital Web Design & Marketing Agency

$100 - $149 / hr

This Los Angeles based company is not your average web design and
marketing company, LiveWebMedia is an avant-garde web and interactive
media agency founded in 1998 in Southern California.

10 - 49
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line

United States,
Laguna Beach

68% Web Development

PROFILE

1998
Within 1 week

Bachoo Design Studio`
$5,000+

Architecting the digital.

$50 - $99 / hr

At Báchoo, we create engaging and effective websites, build usable mobile
and web applications, with beautiful, scalable and reusable code under the
hood.

10 - 49
Enterprise
United States, Los
Angeles
2015
Within 1 week

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
36% Web Development

PROFILE
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Stateside Agency
$10,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
50 - 99
Enterprise
United States, Los
Angeles

VIEW VIDEO

Stateside is an award-winning creative & technical Staff Augmentation
agency that provides premium talent services in the United States. We
build your digital team so you can focus on building your business.
We are headquartered in Los Angeles, California with offices in Costa Rica.
We have been featured as the Top Mobile App Development Company in
Los Angeles in 2020 and 2021.

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line
30% Web Development

2013

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO

Within 2-3 weeks

Ionixx Technologies
$10,000+

Design Centric Software Development Firm

$30 - $49 / hr

Ionixx Technologies is a modern-day blockchain development company that
caters to both startups and enterprises. Having started its operations in
2003 as a software services and product development company, the
company branched out into cutting-edge technologies including blockchain
development. As one of the early adopters of blockchain technolog, Ionixx
has built several use cases for a diverse clientele comprising big technology

100 - 249
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2013
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

$5,000+

Custom web design and e-commerce websites

$100 - $149 / hr

We partner with businesses to help them increase sales,
attract new customers and grow.

SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2005
Within 1 week

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE

7% Web Development

Studio Umbrella Inc.

<10

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
33% Web Development

PROFILE
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BRIGHTSAND Designs
<$5,000

We are the company that gets it.

<$20 / hr

BRIGHTSAND designs is a full-service creative digital marketing agency that
is dedicated to plug-in into your business and help transform your
customers into advocates through building effective and creative digital
campaigns.
We believe that every project in the digital world can become fully realized
through the aid of collaboration, diligence, and the passion for insight-

<10
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2020
Within 1 week

Service Line

$10,000+

Intelligent Websites for Intelligent People

$100 - $149 / hr

At Olibro Design, we believe every client is unique and their needs are
specific to their business goals. We, therefore, foster strategic partnerships
with our clients to provide customized solutions that meet their objectives.
We take pride in our work and are dedicated to ensuring the satisfaction of
each client. Once a new website is live, we continue to enhance the user
experience and optimize the conversion rate.

SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2009
Within 1 month

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE

33% Web Development

Olibro Design

<10

VISIT WEBSITE

Service Line
67% Web Development

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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95Visual

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Web development company in Los Angeles

$100 - $149 / hr

95Visual is a Los Angeles based Website Design/Development company that
focuses on transforming businesses through a reliable & personal
experience. The team you enjoy calling, the team that you don't have to call
on the weekend… because your website is working. They are the team that
takes care of all the technical details for you. Just sit back relax and enjoy
the process of a new website.

<10
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2008
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

$10,000+

A product and design agency

>$200 / hr

Signature Creative is a premiere digital product and design agency in Los
Angeles California.

Enterprise
United States, Los

4.9
PROFILE

63% Web Development

Signature Creative

10 - 49

Techreviewer Rating

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
16% Web Development

Angeles

PROFILE

2004
Within 1 week

Light-it

VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

Helping founders launch web & mobile applications.

$50 - $99 / hr

Light-it is a digital product studio. Our team helps founders and companies
ideate, build, and launch web & mobile applications people love to use.
The team is made up of passionate engineers, developers, designers, and
marketers guided by the values of creativity, business, synergy, and
innovation. We're encouraged to build together amazing software people
love to use!

10 - 49
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2018
Within 1 week

Service Line
34% Web Development

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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Frenchy Digital L.L.C.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$5,000+

Mobile Apps for Good!

$30 - $49 / hr

Frenchy Digital is a minority-owned startup that just moved to Los Angeles
from Paris France that specializes in Mobile App and Web Development.
Our international offices allow us to assign the right delivery team to
produce the very best outcome both quickly and at a fair price.

10 - 49
Enterprise

4.9

United States, LOS
ANGELES
2019
Within 1 week

PROFILE

Service Line
15% Web Development

Dogtown Media

VIEW VIDEO

$25,000+

If you can dream it, we can build it.

$100 - $149 / hr

Dogtown Media is a mobile technology studio that leverages disruptive
design strategies and dynamic development to deliver industry-leading
apps. To date, the company has created over 250 mobile apps in industries
including Healthcare app development, the Internet of Things, and Artificial
Intelligence.

10 - 49
Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

United States, Los
Angeles
2011
Within 1 month

Service Line

$20 - $29 / hr
10 - 49
Startups
United States, Los
Angeles
2008
Within 1 week

VIEW
VIDEO

4% Web Development

RailsCarma
$5,000+

PROFILE

RailsCarma offers end-to-end Ruby on Rails development services.Every
project the company has worked till now receives careful attention of the
experts from various fields such as Business Research, Business analysis,
User interface design, User experience planning, User Interaction,
Application architecture, Software Development, Security Control,
Performance Tuning, Quality Control, Deployment, Round-the-clock Support

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Service Line
11% Web Development

PROFILE
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Mission
$10,000+
>$200 / hr
100 - 249
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles

VISIT WEBSITE

Mission is a leading AWS Premier Consulting Partner and AWS Managed
Services Provider (MSP) with deep know-how in launching and leveraging
the power of the cloud. Through its dedicated team of expert cloud
operations professionals and solutions architects, Mission delivers a
comprehensive suite of services to help businesses architect, migrate,
manage, and optimize their AWS cloud environments. Mission serves

4.9

Service Line
22% Web Development

2017

Techreviewer Rating

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

Sunlight Media
$25,000+

Web development company in Los Angeles

$50 - $99 / hr

Sunlight Media is excited about supporting clients with personalized
marketing solutions for various mobile and social sectors within the market.
The organization cultivates a variety of unique strategies, helpful and
expert-driven content, and creative branding techniques to support
organizations such as the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles Hospitality
Training Academy, University of Southern California, and more. As

<10
Startups
United States, Los
Angeles
2011
Within 1 week

Service Line

<$5,000

Tecocraft Infusion

$20 - $29 / hr

We have expertise in WordPress, Magento, Shopify, Opencart,
BigCommerce, Python, Android/iOS, and many more to cater to your
business requirements.

Startups
United States, Los
Angeles
2017
Within 1 week

Techreviewer Rating

4.8
PROFILE

21% Web Development

Tecocraft Infusion

50 - 99

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
50% Web Development

PROFILE
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Uruit

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$75,000+

We transform bold ideas into exceptional products

$50 - $99 / hr

At Uruit, we’ve delivered more than 150 successful digital products for
companies in industries like healthcare, Real Estate, education, and more.
We can help you achieve your goals of today & tomorrow.

4.8

Service Line

PROFILE

100 - 249
Enterprise
United States, Los
Angeles
2007
Within 2-3 weeks

20% Web Development

Ace Infoway
$5,000+

Go-To Technology Partner

$20 - $29 / hr

The most Agile Technology Company for Website Development, Mobile App
Development, Software Development, Product Engineering, and Platform
Migration.

100 - 249
Enterprise
United States, Los
Angeles

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
14% Web Development

PROFILE

1999
Within 1 week

TheoremOne
$75,000+

Innovate like a Startup Even You Aren't One

$150 - $199 / hr

TheoremOne is an innovation and engineering firm that builds custom
software for companies making bold bets to stay ahead.

250 - 999
Enterprise
United States, Los
Angeles
2007
Within 1 week

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
9% Web Development

PROFILE
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B2storefront
$10,000+

Web development in Los Angeles

$50 - $99 / hr

B2Storefront is a way to fill the gaps of current eCommerce platforms, allow
marketing, CRO and SEO teams iterate faster while using cheaper
development resources.

10 - 49
Startups
United States, Los
Angeles

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

Service Line
5% Web Development

PROFILE

2019
Within 1 week

Coding Pixel
$5,000+

Coding Pixel - Bringing Pixels to Life

$30 - $49 / hr

Based in Los Angeles, CA, Coding Pixel is leading enterprise software, web
application and app Development Company that designs and develops
best-in-class digital products for clients from newly started digital
businesses to the largest enterprises. This company was founded in 2014
and now considers among the best software, web and mobile app
development companies in the United States. Their team specializes in

50 - 99
SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2014
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

<$5,000

Servicing Digitally...

$30 - $49 / hr

Markup Designs is counted among the top-rated Web & Mobile Application
Design & Development agencies with more than 8 years of experiences.
With a pool of 100+ dedicated professionals, the agency has become the
first choice for overseas clients when they need to develop interactive
websites, cross-platform mobile apps, or digital services.
To keep up with the latest trends and technologies, the professionals at

SMBs
United States, Los
Angeles
2012
Within 1 week

Techreviewer Rating

4.7
PROFILE

24% Web Development

Markup Designs

100 - 249

VISIT WEBSITE

Service Line
12% Web Development

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.7
PROFILE
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Postindustria
$5,000+
$30 - $49 / hr

AdTech, FinTech, Healthcare and Music innovations developed by the
smartest tech and product minds for the industry disruptors

10 - 49

Service Line

Enterprise

15% Web Development

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

United States, Los
Angeles

PROFILE

2006
Within 1 week

IIInigence LLC

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

<$5,000

Software Development

$20 - $29 / hr

We are a software agency based in Los Angeles CA. We have engineers with
more than 3 decades of experience in developing quality modern software
and technologies. We focus on Web, Desktop, and Mobile applications.

4.7

Service Line

PROFILE

10 - 49
Startups
United States, Los
Angeles
2019

9% Web Development

Other

Los Angeles Bizz
<$5,000

Software & Mobile App Development Company

$20 - $29 / hr

Los Angeles Bizz is a leading software and mobile app development
company in Los Angeles, CA. We can help to build custom software for
enterprise & startup businesses.

10 - 49
Startups
United States, Los
Angeles
2020
Within 1 week

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
14% Web Development

PROFILE
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Unarguably, in our world today, an organization's success depends a lot on its digital footprint. For a company to be discovered, a well-designed
website is the first step to achieving that digital presence, and this is because we understand the difficulty in getting a reliable web developer
or a web development company in Los Angeles to handle your web development.
In 2019, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported California was the state with the best employment level within the web development
occupation, with 20,920, and the Los Angeles metropolitan space recording a formidable 7,140. These numbers are a transparent indication
that Los Angeles is turning into an online development hotbed and a hub of talent for the exact industry.
The town of Los Angeles is the best destination for folks that want to become gainfully employed in the artistic industries. Hollywood attracts
individuals with ambition, ability, expertise, and determination to become better versions of themselves.
These attributes are commonly associated with industries like web development. Here are several things that distinguish web development
corporations in the United States from those found in other places in the United States:
Being very creative: The proverb “As iron sharpens iron; one person sharpens another” absolutely illustrates the purpose we are
attempting to achieve. Operating in such an extremely competitive marketplace pushes you to your artistic boundaries to rise higher than
the competition. Being enclosed by the most effective talent forces you to think outside the box and devise unique and creative concepts
and solutions.
Multinational talents: Los Angeles attracts talents from everywhere in the USA and beyond. This is beneficial as these talents bring their
diverse creativity, thinking patterns, experiences, and culture to the fore. The splitting of these ideas makes room for an advanced quality
of products and services.
Healthy Collaboration: We all can testify to the favorable climate and beautiful beaches that line the coast of Los Angeles. However, you
would find more to benefit from if you are looking for an online development company.
Web development corporations in Los Angeles have the superimposed advantage of drawing facilitation and inspiration from the accessory
industries excelling within the town. Digital strategists, marketers, designers, and many more professionals set in the city will build a difference.
Therefore, techreviewer.co has helped you answer your pressing questions, such as choosing the right web development company.

What can you outsource?
In Los Angeles there are a lot of companies who you can outsource:
Custom web development
eCommerce website development
WordPress website development
Shopify Website Development
Why waste time fumbling through the problem when you can outsource to professionals while focusing on your business intricacies?

How to pick the right web development firm in Los Angeles?
The best way to choose the right web development company in Los Angeles is through reviews and ranking websites. What do online and offline
reviews say about their services? Do they deliver early enough, or they delay in delivering projects? Do they have great communication skills that
help them translate client ideas into tangible projects?
If the reviews are positive, that is your cue to hire appropriate web development company. If there are many negative reviews, you might not
need to hire them. Ranking lists are a great way to decide which web development company you should hire.

How much do Los Angeles web development agencies charge for their services?
Just like every other agency, the prices for web development in Los Angeles differ from firm to firm. Usual price range for web development in
Los Angeles vary between $100-$170 / hour.
The price range depends on many factors such as:
Project Size, complexity and deadlines
Tech stack
Revisions, modifications and edits
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Maintenance and support
There are a lot of web development firms in Los Angeles that can meet your needs within the frame of your budget.

David Malan
Techreviewer author

